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The physical origin of the residual stresses developed in the ceramic layer of the active region in a
multilayer ceramic capacitor was numerically investigated. The compressive in-plane stress
components �11 and �22 originate without regard to the presence of the margins but rather from the
difference in in-plane thermal shrinkage between ceramic and metal electrode. The out-of-plane
stress component �33 physically originates mainly through the presence of the housing margin; the
presence of the lateral margin is a minor source: the more ceramic-rich margins hinder the apparent
vertical shrinkage of the active region to yield tensile �33. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2713364�

I. INTRODUCTION

Multilayer ceramic capacitor �MLCC� is an essential
passive compartment in modern electronic circuitry.1 In gen-
eral, a complicated residual stress state develops during fab-
rication because of the dissimilar thermal contraction behav-
iors of the two dissimilar materials, the dielectric ceramic
and the metal electrodes. The knowledge of residual stress is
important not only from the viewpoint of mechanical stabil-
ity of the structure such as fatigue and lifetime, but also from
the viewpoint of the dependency of the dielectric constant
and loss on the residual stress.2,3

Regarding the influence of the residual stress on the di-
electric constant of a MLCC, it has been reported that out-
of-plane stress �vertical �33 component� in a ceramic layer
increases the dielectric constant when it is tensile.4 In the
cases of the in-plane stresses �11 and �22, they increase the
dielectric constant when they are compressive. This knowl-
edge successfully explained the increase in the dielectric
constant with the increase in the number of layers in a
MLCC.5 Therefore, it is important to uncover the physical
origin of residual stresses in a MLCC, as such knowledge is
very informative in the design of a MLCC.

In general, as-sintered MLCC structure experiences a
polling process, tumbling process, and finally soldering pro-
cess to mount on the circuit board. As the most predominant
source to yield the residual stress state in a MLCC is the
stress induced due to the thermal expansion mismatch during

cooling after sintering, the current work aims to estimate the
residual thermal stress developed in an as-sintered �and
cooled� MLCC structure.

As for the approaches to the investigation of the residual
stress state, the experimental determination of residual stress
based on surface characterization methods such as indenta-
tion require the sectioning of the bulk device, which alters
the stress state of the formerly bulk region, and thus stress
information of bulk region obtained by this approach does
not receive high reliability.6 Near-surface characterization of
a conventional x-ray diffraction is an acceptable tool to mea-
sure average residual stress of a few layers in the gauge
volume provided the depth of x-ray penetration is sufficient
to avoid the residual stress state at surface. Neutron diffrac-
tion yields a penetration depth of up to a few centimeters
while, in general, sample gauge dimension of up to several
millimeters is required,7 and thus an effort to reduce the
sample gauge dimension is required to investigate the stress
state of a few-microns thick dielectric layer in MLCCs. A
reliable method would be a high energy x-ray diffraction
with synchrotron radiation, which has been developed to
penetrate depths comparable to neutron diffraction, while re-
ducing the size of the gauge volume dimension down to
some 10 �m,7,8 which thus can yield an averaged stress state
of the dielectric layer in the gauge volume. Considering the
fact that the residual stress is the self-equaling stress in a
body, more detailed local stress information is necessary to
extract the physical origin of the residual thermal stress in a
MLCC structure unambiguously. A notable simple approach
to investigate the stress state in MLCC structures is the nu-
merical analysis based on the finite element method �FEM�,
which provides much detailed local stress information as
compared to the experiment, and thus can provide an insight
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which would be difficult to understand solely from the ex-
periment. Further, the numerical approach overcomes the
constraints of preparing specimens with unusual MLCC ge-
ometries like the ones considered in this work. Its reliability
can be checked by comparing the experimental results for
some limited regions of the bulk device such as the near
surface region, information at which location can be suitably
achieved by a conventional x-ray diffraction. Thus, FEM has
been widely used to analyze the stress state in many nano-9

and microstructures including MLCCs.10–13 It has thus been
adopted herein to elucidate the physical origin of the evolu-
tion of residual stresses in a MLCC and the numerical result
has been compared with some experimental data in the lit-
erature.

II. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows the considered geometry of a MLCC as
well as a one-eighth space of the three-dimensional �3D�
geometry that was modeled with appropriate boundary con-
ditions to reduce computational load. The node points in 1–3
and 2–3 planes were fixed against movements along axes 2
and 1 directions, respectively. The thicknesses of the elec-
trode and ceramic layers were 1 and 3 �m, respectively, and
the 100 electrode and ceramic layers were modeled to simu-
late the structure with 200 electrode and ceramic layers. Both
the housing margin �HM� and the lateral margin �LM� were
modeled to have 0, 50, and 150 �m in width so that the
influence of the respective margins on the residual stress
evolution could be systematically monitored. Note that the
dielectric performance of the MLCC structure is mostly re-
alized in the active region where the ceramic and electrode
layers are juxtaposed one by one. The number of electrodes
�nickel� in the LM is only one half of that in the active region
and the HM consists of a pure ceramic material �BaTiO3�.

The accurate prediction of magnitude of residual thermal
stress in the as-sintered body requires the modeling of the
core-shell structured of BaTiO3 grains and the properties as-
sociated with textured grains together with the temperature-
dependent material properties. However, as the purpose of
the current work is to elucidate the physical origin of the
thermal stress development, instead of accurate thermal
stress level, influences of these minor sources were not taken

into account. Thus, the dielectric ceramic layer and the
nickel electrode have been assumed to be polycrystalline and
possess isotropic, homogeneous, and temperature-
independent material properties. The elastic modulus, the co-
efficient of thermal expansion, and the Poisson ratio were
108 GPa, 11�10−6 /K, and 0.25, respectively, for the
BaTiO3 ceramic material, and were 207 GPa, 13.3
�10−6 /K, and 0.31, respectively, for the nickel electrode.
The entire model experienced temperature change from the
processing temperature �1250 °C� to the room temperature
�20 °C�. It means that the sintered materials �BaTiO3 and Ni
electrode� at 1250 °C were regarded as stress-free homoge-
neous media. The materials were allowed to shrink during
cooling under the constraint of perfect bonding between the
layers. The general purpose finite element package ABAQUS

was used for the calculation with eight-node linear brick el-
ements.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. In-plane residual thermal stress

The contour maps of the estimated residual thermal
stress components in the ceramic layer are shown in Figs.
2–4. The magnitude of the stress in each frame indicates the
average thermal stress in the active region of the dielectric

FIG. 1. Considered geometry of the MLCC and the 3D model used for
calculation of residual stress.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �11 contour diagrams in the ceramic layers �a� for the
cases when varying thickness of only the HM or the LM is present and �b�
for the case when both 150 �m-thick HM and LM are present.
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layer based on the assumptions employed in the modeling
procedure. This magnitude is presented herein for the pur-
pose of extracting physical origin of the residual thermal
stress. As can be seen, the in-plane residual stress compo-
nents �11 and �22 develop even when no margins exist. In
Figs. 2 and 3, both are �166.4 MPa in the active region of
the dielectric layer when no margins exist. This result means
that they inherently arise without regard to the presence of
either the HM or LM because the in-plane shrinkage of the
nickel electrode itself in the active region is larger than the
ceramic material during cooling.

The LM is a nickel/ceramic mixture and thus possesses
effectively intermediate thermomechanical properties be-
tween the dielectric ceramic material and the nickel elec-
trode. It tends to reduce the in-plane thermal contraction of
the nickel electrode in the active region, although such ten-
dency is smaller than the HM which is a pure ceramic ma-
terial and takes larger volume than the LM. The reduced
thermal contraction of the nickel electrode in the active re-
gion means a diminished compressive stress in the attached
dielectric layer of the active region. Indeed the presence of
the LM yields the zone with reduced magnitude of stress in
the active region as seen in the left columns of Fig. 2�a� ��11�
and Fig. 3�a� ��22�. In the left column of Fig. 3�a�, the mag-
nitude of the average �22 of the active region itself is thus

decreasing with increased thickness of the LM as well. In
Fig. 2�a�, however, the magnitude of the average �11 in-
creases although the amount of increase is very tiny. It is
because there exists a locally stress-reinforced region at the
upper left corner of the active region when LM=50 and
150 �m, although the volume of such reinforced region is
very small. �In a separate analysis, when a thin HM �e.g.,
50 �m-thick� additionally exists when LM=50 and 150 �m,
which is indispensable in a practical MLCC, such local rein-
forcement disappears �not shown�.� Thus, the presence of the
LM itself decreases slightly ��22� or practically yields no
apparent change ��11� in the magnitude of in-plane stresses
in the active region.

The increase of the HM decreases the magnitude of the
average in-plane stress components �11 and �22 more effi-
ciently than the LM as seen in the right columns of Figs. 2�a�
and 3�a� by the reason aforementioned. An interesting point
is that the role of the HM in reducing the magnitude of
average in-plane stress in the active region is more enhanced
when the LM coexists although the role of the LM itself is
not apparent. For instance, �11 when HM=150 �m is
−150.7 MPa �Fig. 2�a�� while �11 when HM=150 �m and
LM=150 �m is −147.0 MPa �Fig. 2�b��. Also �22 when
HM=150 �m is −167.4 MPa �Fig. 3�a�� while �22 when
HM=150 �m and LM=150 �m is −161.7 MPa �Fig. 3�b��.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �22 contour diagrams in the ceramic layers �a� for the
cases when varying thickness of only the HM or the LM is present and �b�
for the case when both 150 �m-thick HM and LM are present.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �33 contour diagrams in the ceramic layers �a� for the
cases when varying thickness of only the HM or the LM is present and �b�
for the case when both 150 �m-thick HM and LM are present.
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The reason for the synergistic effect is because the motion of
the HM along axis 1 and 2, by the attached shrinking nickel
electrode in the active region, is buttressed by the presence
of the LM. This phenomenon resists the tendency of the
nickel electrode in the active region to compress the dielec-
tric layer in the same region along axis 1 ��11� and 2 ��22�,
respectively, thereby the synergistic effect results.

B. Out-of-plane residual thermal stress

For the investigation of the development of the out-of-
plane stress component �33, the averaged value of �33 in the
ceramic layer of the active volume has been obtained. When
no margins exist �Fig. 4�, the magnitude of �33 is negligible
�the averaged value in the active region is 0.0 MPa�, because
there exists no apparent resistance to the vertical shrinkage
of the MLCC structure. �Larger in-plane shrinkage of the
electrode layers yields a driving force for slight vertical ex-
pansion of the ceramic layers due to the Poisson effect, and
thus a very weak tensile stress state can develop �averaged
�33 in the active region is less than about 0.05 MPa�.� This
finding indicates that no physically meaningful �33 develops
without margins, unlike the cases of in-plane stress compo-
nents, �11 and �22.

When only the HM exists �the right column of Fig. 4�a��,
the averaged value of �33 in the active region increases no-
tably from 0.0 to 4.3 MPa as the thickness of the HM in-
creases, especially due to the highly tensile stress in the ac-
tive region near the HM. Such phenomenon can be explained
by the role of the HM. Vertical �along axis 3� shrinkage of
dielectric ceramic layer in the active region is not influenced
by the HM because the HM is the same ceramic material.
However, the vertical shrinkage of the dielectric ceramic
layer in the active region is hindered by the attached nickel
electrode in the active region, because the vertical shrinkage
of the nickel electrode is diminished by the HM. The hin-
dered vertical shrinkage of the dielectric ceramic layer itself
in the active region means a tensile stress in the ceramic
layer. The development of tensile stress in the active region
can also be understood by considering that the active region
is a nickel/ceramic mixture and thus its effective thermal
shrinkage in vertical direction is higher than the HM and
thus its shrinkage is hindered by the HM, resulting in a ten-
sile stress in the active region.

The presence of the LM �the left column of Fig. 4�a��
also increases the average �33 in the active region from 0.0 to
1.0 MPa. This increase can also be explained by the fact that
the LM is more ceramic-rich than the active volume because
the number of electrodes in the LM is only one-half that of
the active region. Thus the vertical shrinkage of the dielectric
layer in the active volume is resisted by the LM as well by
the same reason as the case of the HM, but the degree of
hindrance �consequently the development of tensile �33� is
less than in the case of the HM which is a pure ceramic
material and takes more volume than the LM. Therefore, the
major physical source for the development of tensile �33 is
the presence of the HM; a minor physical source for the
development of tensile �33 is the presence of the LM.

Like the case of in-plane residual thermal stress, the role
of the HM in increasing the magnitude of average vertical
stress in the active region is more enhanced when the LM
coexists although the role of the LM itself is not significant,
by the same reason as the case of in-plane stress. For in-
stance, �33 when HM=150 �m is 4.3 MPa �Fig. 4�a�� while
�33 when HM=150 �m and LM=150 �m is 5.9 MPa �Fig.
4�b��.

Although tensile stress develops in general in the active
region and thus average �33 value is positive, care has to be
taken in experimental characterization of �33 because a rela-
tively weak compressive zone appears in the core of active
region for the cases when only the HM exists �the right col-
umn of Fig. 4�a�� or the HM and LM coexist �Fig. 4�b��,
which result from the complicated force equilibrium in the
given MLCC structures.

C. Comparison with experiments

Now that the predicted residual thermal stresses have
been presented, it is informative to compare the predicted
values with existing experimental results elsewhere. As the
dimension of the HM and LM are comparable to 150 �m in
modern MLCC devices and the influence of the thickness on
the residual stress is saturated after about 50 �m, the case
when the LM and HM dimension is 150 �m in the current
work has been compared with experiments. In Ref 6, when
thicknesses of the nickel and dielectric layers were 2 and
4 �m, respectively, calculated �11 was −152 MPa at the cen-
tral dielectric layer in the active region, which is comparable
to our result �−150.7 MPa� where the thicknesses were simi-
lar �1 and 3 �m, respectively�. Indentation result in Ref. 6
was, however, only −24 MPa, resulting from the limitation
of the surface characterization as the authors pointed out.

In Ref. 10, �11 of a number of specimens were measured
by x-ray and the values were in the range of −30 to −60 MPa
depending on the type of specimens. Although the thick-
nesses of nickel electrode and dielectric layer were not speci-
fied explicitly, based on Ref. 11 by the same authors, the
thickness of the dielectric layer is assumed to be about
25 �m, which is far thicker than the current work �3 �m�.
As the residual stress is a self equaling stress in a body, it is
very sensitive to the thickness ratio of the nickel electrode
and the dielectric layer. Therefore, the reason why the mea-
sured values �−30 to −60 MPa� in Ref. 10 was far lower than
the predicted values in the current work may result from the
fact that the thicker dielectric layer in Ref. 10 received less
thermal contraction stress from nickel electrode during cool-
ing. Although �11 in the central zone of the active region is
fairly insensitive to the number of layers in MLCC structure
after about 50 layers in light of Ref. 5, the different number
of layers in Ref. 10 �not specified explicitly� from the current
work �200 layers� may contribute to the discrepancy as well.

In Ref. 14, �11 and �22 of as-sintered specimen were
measured to be −164 and −177 MPa, respectively, by the
x-ray method, which are similar to the current work �−150.7
and −161.7 MPa, respectively�. However, direct comparison
is limited as the thicknesses of the nickel electrode and the
dielectric layer were not given in Ref. 14.
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IV. CONCLUSION

The compressive in-plane stress components �11 and �22

originate without regard to the presence of margins, but
rather from the difference in in-plane thermal shrinkage be-
tween the ceramic and the metal electrodes. The margins can
only relieve the in-plane stress components. The out-of-plane
stress component �33 physically originates through the pres-
ence of margins. Ceramic-rich margins hinder the apparent
vertical shrinkage of the active region to yield tensile �33 in
the ceramic layer of the active region, especially near the
margins. The major physical source for the development of
tensile �33 is the presence of the HM; the LM provides a
minor contribution.
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